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Zevrix introduces auto-serialization in InPreflight 2.6.10 for InDesign
Published on 05/11/09
Zevrix Solutions today announces the release of InPreflight Pro 2.6.10, an update to its
quality control, packaging automation and file info reporting solution for Adobe InDesign.
InPreflight quickly gathers extensive information about document fonts, colors and links
and lets users instantly locate potential problems according to preflight presets. The new
version allows system administrators to automatically serialize InPreflight Pro for
large-scale distribution.
Toronto (ON), Canada - Zevrix Solutions announces the release of InPreflight Pro 2.6.10, a
maintenance update to its quality control, packaging automation and file info reporting
solution for Adobe InDesign. InPreflight quickly gathers extensive information about
document fonts, colors and links and lets users instantly locate potential problems
according to preflight presets. InPreflight Pro also includes a powerful packaging
automation engine which allows users to preflight and package multiple documents.
Among other abilities, it can collect all files into one folder, eliminating the need to
collect the same links multiple times for each design. The savings can result in gigabytes
of space and hours of production time. In addition, InPreflight lets users create
interactive graphic PDF reports with the detailed InDesign document info and preflight
results.
The new update allows system administrators to automatically serialize InPreflight Pro for
large-scale distribution. System administrators with large-scale installations of
InPreflight Pro can now include their site's serial number with their distribution of
InPreflight Pro. Users will be prompted to activate InPreflight Pro upon first use, but
will not require administrative privileges to activate and use the software.
System Requirements:
InPreflight Pro is available for Mac OS X 10.4.2 and higher, a Universal Binary, and works
with Adobe InDesign CS-CS4.
Pricing and Availability:
InPreflight Pro 2.6.10 can be purchased from the Zevrix Solutions web site for $139.95
(USD), as well as from authorized resellers. A low-cost version, InPreflight Studio is
also available for $99.95. Demo is available for download. Upgrade to InPreflight Pro
2.6.10 is free for licensed users of version 2.x, and $40 for the users of earlier
versions.
Zevrix Solutions:
http://zevrix.com
InPreflight Pro 2.6.10:
http://zevrix.com/InPreflight.php
Download InPreflight Pro:
http://zevrix.com/InPreflight.dmg
Purchase InPreflight Pro:
http://zevrix.com/store.php

Located in Toronto, Canada, Zevrix Solutions provides productivity solutions for Adobe
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Creative Suite software, graphic file diagnostics and Microsoft Office on Mac OS. Zevrix
Solutions is dedicated to helping professionals achieve more while doing less through
automating their everyday tasks, producing error-free documents, saving disk space and
cutting production costs. For more information, visit their website. Copyright (C) 2009
Zevrix Solutions. All Rights Reserved.
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